Abstract-Previous algorithms for recovering 3D geometry from an uncalibrated image sequence of a single axis motion of unknown rotation angles are mainly based on the computation of two-view fundamental matrices and three-view trifocal tensors. In this paper, we propose three new methods that are based on fitting a conic locus to corresponding image points over multiple views. The main advantage is that determining only five parameters of a conic from one corresponding point over at least five views is simpler and more robust than determining a fundamental matrix from two views or a trifocal tensor from three views. It is shown that the geometry of single axis motion can be recovered either by computing one conic locus and one fundamental matrix or by computing at least two conic loci. A maximum likelihood solution based on this parametrization of the single axis motion is also described for optimal estimation using three or more loci. The experiments on real image sequences demonstrate the simplicity, accuracy, and robustness of the new methods.
INTRODUCTION
ESTIMATING 3D models of objects from image sequences of single axis motion, particularly turntable sequences, has been widely studied by computer vision and graphics researchers. Generally, the whole reconstruction procedure includes the determination of camera positions at different viewpoints, the detection of object boundaries, and the extraction of surface models from the volume representation. The estimation of the camera positions or simply the rotation angles relative to a still camera is the most important and difficult part of the modeling process. Traditionally, rotation angles are obtained by careful calibration [13] , [18] , [19] . Fitzgibbon et al. [5] extended the single axis approach to recover unknown rotation angles from uncalibrated image sequence based on a projective geometry approach. It has been shown that 3D metric reconstruction up to a two-parameter family can be obtained from uncalibrated sequence with unknown rotation angles. However, fundamental matrices and/or trifocal tensors have to be computed for each pair of images or each triplet of images. Mendonça et al. [11] , Wong et al. [20] recovered the rotation angles from profiles of surfaces with a calibrated camera. The search for corresponding points is transformed into a search for epipolar tangencies. In the new algorithms, we try to improve the accuracy by avoiding the computation of twoview fundamental matrices, three-view trifocal tensors, and epipolar tangencies. Instead, we fit the corresponding points in the whole sequence to its conic locus. It is then shown that all single axis geometry can be directly computed either from one conic and one fundamental matrix or from at least two conics. The rotation angles can then be calculated directly. The advantage of these new methods over the existing ones is significant. First, it is intrinsically a multiple view approach as all geometric information from the whole sequence is nicely summarized in the conics. This contrasts with the computation of fundamental matrices and trifocal tensors that use only a subsequence of two and three views, respectively. Second, as will be shown in Section 7, the essential single axis geometry may be specified by six parameters and this may be estimated from one conic and one fundamental matrix (a total of 12 parameters) or may be estimated from two conics (a total of 10 parameters). Previous methods have involved estimating more than this number of parameters. For example, 18 tensor parameters from each triplet of images are required. Partial results of our techniques have been published in conferences [7] , [8] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a review of single axis motion and its associated fixed image entities. Section 3 presents an algorithm for estimating the geometry from one conic and one fundamental matrix. Section 4 presents an algorithm for estimating the geometry from two conics and the proof of unique solution from at least three conics is given in Section 5. An important practical issue of recovering rotation angles with missing points are described in Section 6. A Maximum Likelihood Estimation method for calculating these fixed image entities is given in Section 7. Section 8 describes the 3D reconstruction based on single axis motion. Experimental results are presented in Section 9 and, finally, a short conclusion is given in Section 10.
REVIEW OF SINGLE AXIS MOTION AND ITS ASSOCIATED FIXED IMAGE ENTITIES
A typical set up for single axis motion consists of a stationary CCD camera pointing at an object to be modeled on a turntable [13] . The internal parameters of the camera are unknown but assumed fixed. The situation is equivalent to that of a fixed object with a camera rotating around it. It is a special case of the more general planar motion [1] , [4] as it restricts all motions to be generated from rotation around a single axis. Without loss of generality, following [5] , the rotation axis of the turntable is chosen to be the z-axis of the world coordinates. Each point on the object is moving in a plane that is perpendicular to the z-axis and all these planes for different points form a pencil of horizontal parallel planes. These planes intersect at a line at infinity in 3D, which is imaged as the vanishing line of the planes and denoted as l 1 . The line l 1 is fixed in all the images. Since the image of the absolute conic ! is fixed under rigid motion, the two intersections of the image of the absolute conic ! with the line l 1 , remain fixed in all images. Actually, these two fixed points are the images of the two circular points on the horizontal planes. The fixed image entities of a single axis motion are summarized as follows:
1. The line l s which is the image of the rotation axis. Note that l s is a line of fixed points for all images. 2. The line l 1 which is the image of the vanishing line of all the horizontal planes. Unlike the image of rotation axis, l 1 is a fixed line, but not a line of fixed points. 3. The images of these two circular points i and j, which are the intersection of the image of the absolute conic ! with the image of the vanishing line l 1 .
METHOD 1: SINGLE AXIS MOTION FROM ONE CONIC AND ONE FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX
One of the key observations in this paper is that the trajectory of the corresponding points in different images of any given space point, visualized in any image plane, gives a conic locus by the very definition of single axis motion (Fig. 1) . This has been observed by Sawhney et al. [16] , whose approach was developed within the traditional calibrated setting. Their primary goal was to recover the ego-motion parameters of the moving point in space with its conic trajectory, but not to recover the camera motion or camera geometry. The intrinsic invariants for uncalibrated camera geometry have been developed more recently in [5] . Our new development is dependent, to a large extent, on the geometry of these invariants. As long as a point can be tracked over at least five images, a conic C can be fitted [14] . Useful geometric information is then extracted from the fitted conic. Our first method consists of an algorithm using one fitted conic and one fundamental matrix [21] , [23] . The algorithm is dependent on the fixed image entities described in Section 2 and can be summarized as follows:
1. Fit a conic C to all tracked image points corresponding to an object point in an image sequence. Only one point is tracked over at least five images as we need only one conic at this stage. 2. Compute only one fundamental matrix F from any two views. Select two views at a large angle in the sequence while sharing enough corresponding points.
Compute the matrix F þ F
T . In the case of single axis motion, this matrix will be a degenerate conic consisting two lines. One is the image of rotation axis l s and the other is the image of the vanishing line l 1 [17] , [5] . 4. Obtain the pole of the conic C with respect the line
Compute i and j as the intersections of the conic C with the line l 1 . 6. Compute the angular motion between two views from the tracked points a and a 0 on the conic using the Laguerre's formula [17] : ¼ 1 2i logðfl oa ; l oa 0 ; l oi ; l oj gÞ. The computation of invariants using the fundamental matrix is the same as in Fitzgibbon et al. [5] . In their approach, the three-view trifocal tensor has to be computed to obtain the rotation angles between the three. In our method, one conic is used to replace the information contained in the trifocal tensors for all triplet of images. Further, the estimation of trifocal tensors is known to be difficult, while conic fitting is an accurate and robust procedure.
METHOD 2: SINGLE AXIS MOTION FROM TWO CONICS
It is easy to prove the fact that the trajectory of a given object point in space from a single axis motion is always a circle and different points give circles of different radii on different horizontal planes. All circles go through their respective circular points of the plane they are lying on by the very definition of the circular points [17] . All these supporting planes are parallel and they intersect at a common line at infinity on which the circular points lie. We may thus conclude that all circles of different radii on different parallel planes from the single axis motion share the common pair of circular points. Because this is a projective property, it remains true for the projection onto any image plane. In any particular image plane, this means that all conic loci of corresponding points meet in the pair of common points i and j. Thus, by just computing the intersection points of at least two conic loci, we can obtain the images of the circular points and the image of the vanishing line of the parallel planes.
Consider the intersection of a pair of conics. There are always four intersection points, including complex and infinite points according to Bezout's theorem. In terms of real intersection points, they may be 0, 2, or 4 according to the configurations.
.
For the case of two real intersection points, it is straightforward that the only pair of complex conjugate points is the images of the circular points. .
For the case of four real intersection points, it is generally impossible if the conics are a real perspective image of the circles from the single axis motion. There must be at least one pair of complex conjugate circular points if the geometry is correct. .
The case of no real intersection point is a common case as illustrated by the two conic loci in Fig. 3 . In this case, we obtain two pairs of complex conjugate points. There is a reconstruction ambiguity coming from the ambiguity of the two pairs of complex conjugate points. An investigation of this will be made in Section 5. For the other cases, once we have obtained the images of the pair of circular points as described above, the determination of the image of the vanishing line is given by:
The trajectory of any given object point in space from the single axis motion is a circle with its center lying on the rotation axis. Under projective geometry and within the uncalibrated framework, the pole of the conic locus with respect to the image of the vanishing line will lie on the image of the rotation axis. The poles of the conics C p and C q with respect to the image of the vanishing line l 1 are simply given by
The image of the rotation axis is just the image line going through these poles, i.e.,
Up to this point, we have computed all invariant entities resulting from a single axis motion purely from two conic loci without using any multiple-view geometry constraints such as fundamental matrices and trifocal tensors as in the previous approaches [5] .
To recover the rotation angles, we could use the Laguerre's formula as in the previous section. The whole geometry of the single axis motion is then obtained from at least two conics if there is only one pair of complex conjugate points.
UNIQUE SOLUTION FROM AT LEAST THREE CONICS
As it was shown in the previous section that, using at least two conics may still lead to multiple solutions, if the two conics have no real intersection point. It is natural to introduce a third conic to remove this ambiguity.
If we have three fitted conics, there are two possible situations. In one situation, there is one pair of common conjugate points in the intersections of three pairs of conics. In this case, these conjugate points are the images of the circular points. In the other possible situation, there are two common pairs of conjugate points in the intersections of three pairs of conics.
If the three conics have two common pairs of complex conjugate intersection points, the solution is not unique for the selection of the image of the circular points. The uniqueness of the solution could not be established. If the three conics have four common points, they form a pencil of conics. However, all these conics from a circular motion are related by a special type of projective transformations called homologies, they do not form a pencil. Generally, a unique solution could be expected with at least three conics if these conics are not forming a critical configuration of pencil of conics with common complex conjugate points. What is the exact necessary condition leading to this critical configuration is still unknown to us.
RECOVERING ROTATION ANGLES WITH MISSING POINTS
As mentioned in Section 1, the key component of the single axis motion is the one-dimensional rotation angles. In practice, some points are often missing in some views along a conic locus. The rotation angles for these views cannot be recovered directly from the fitted conics. In this section, we will discuss how these rotation angles could be recovered when some points cannot be tracked in some views. Fig. 4 illustrates this configuration to help the following development. The conic C corresponding to a circle in the space plane % 1 has been obtained from tracking a point over five or more images. The point a is visible in views m 1 and m 2 as a 1 and a 2 , but missing in view m 3 . So, the point a 3 is not available. However, a point b is available in all three views m 1 , m 2 , and m 3 as b 1 , b 2 , and b 3 . Let us assume its unknown conic locus is the conic C i corresponding to a circle on the space plane % i . As we know, the two planes % 1 and % i are parallel in space, and C and C i will both intersect the image of the vanishing line l 1 at the images of the circular points i and j in the image plane. The rotation angle between the view m 1 and m 2 is known from the conic C. The same rotation angle also fits for the point b on the plane % i : 12 ¼ Since there are four pairs of corresponding points between the space plane % i and the image plane, the projection matrix H %i which maps points in space plane to points in image plane can be obtained.
In this matrix, the only unknown is the radius r. 
METHOD 3: MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION WITH PARAMETRIZATION
It has been shown in Section 5 that usually more than two conics have to be tracked along the image sequence to have a unique solution. In this section, a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method is given for simultaneous estimation of the fixed geometric entities and n conics, where n ! 3.
As mentioned earlier, each point on the object is moving along a circle on a horizontal plane. For each such plane, there is a plane homography H mapping the conic from the image plane to the circle on the supporting horizontal plane,
Without loss of generality, assume the radius of the circle to be unity and its center be at the origin of the plane coordinate frame. The homography can be decomposed into a concatenation of five matrices R, S, T, A, and P u , representing rotation, isotropic scaling, translation, affine, and "pure projective" transformations, respectively, [9] , [10] : H ¼ RSTAP u .
can be determined by the image of the vanishing line
where ð Ç i; 1; 0Þ T is the pair of the circular points in the affine plane which can be obtained by P u through the points i and j. The images of the circular points count for 4 degrees of freedom: two for determining the "pure projective" matrix and two for determining the affine matrix. As shown in Fig. 2 , the other fixed image entity is the image of the rotation axis l s , which has 2 degrees of freedom.
where ðt 1 ; t 2 ; 1Þ > is the pole of the line l 1 with respect to the conic C n on the metric plane. Since the pole is constrained by the rotation axis l s , only 1 degree of freedom exists in the translation matrix. After having applied the transformations by the matrices of P u , A, and T, the conic is back-projected into a circle with center at the original point. The isotropic scaling matrix
scales the circle to a circle with radius unity. So, another 1 degree of freedom is counted for each conic. Since the rotation matrix leaves the circle centered at the origin invariant, no free degree of freedom for the matrix R. In summary, there are in total 6 degrees of freedom for the fixed entities (4 for the images of the two circular point, 2 for l s ) and 2 for each conic (which correspond to where the center is along the rotation axis and its radius of the corresponding circle). The cost function for the MLE involves minimizing the sum of squared geometric distances (one for each of the m measured points) over all 6 þ 2n parameters for the fixed entities and n conics:
This is a classical conic fitting problem whose cost function might be highly nonlinear. One way to tackle this is to take a first order approximation as suggested in [2] , [15] , [6] where ðCxÞ i denotes the ith component of the 3-vector Cx. This cost function is minimized using the standard LevenbergMarquart algorithm. The 6 þ 2n parameters are initialized as follows: First, each conic is fitted to corresponding points from at least five views [2] , [15] . Then, the pole of each conic with respect to the image of the vanishing line is calculated and the point on the image of the rotation axis that is nearest to the pole is used to estimate the initial value of t 1 (1 degree of freedom). Now, each conic can be transformed into a circle. The radius of this circle determines the initial value of s (1 degree of freedom). Finally, each conic is mapped to a unit circle centered at the origin and the points on the conic is mapped to the points near to the optimal unit circle.
3D RECONSTRUCTION AND METRIC AMBIGUITY
Fitzgibbon et al. [5] have shown that the metric reconstruction can be obtained up to a two parameter family. This means that metric structures in all planes perpendicular to the rotation axis can be perfectly determined, the reconstruction along the rotation axis is only up to a 1D projective transformation.
Let P be the projection matrix of the first view with the rotation axis as the z-axis of the world coordinates. Then, the projective These projection matrices can be used for 3D reconstruction by Shape-from-Silhouettes methods [3] , [13] . The projection matrix P can be parameterized by two fitted conics [7] , where
Parameters r 1 , r 2 , and h are the only unknown left in the matrix. These two conics are mapped from two circles on two different horizontal planes. r 1 and r 2 are radii of these two circles and h is the distance between centers of the circles. Since we are interested only in a similarity reconstruction, there are two unknown parameters remain. As mentioned by Fitzgibbon et al. [5] and other researchers [12] , [22] , the two-parameter ambiguity may be further removed by specifying the camera aspect ratio and parallel scene lines.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dinosaur sequence from a turntable. We first tested our methods on the popular dinosaur sequence from University of Hannover. The sequence contains 36 views from a turntable with a constant angular motion of 10 degrees. The angular accuracy is about 0.05 degrees [13] . Table 1 lists the recovered invariant quantities computed from one conic and one fundamental matrix (denoted as F þ C), two conics (denoted as 2C), and more than two conics with MLE (denoted as nC), respectively. Fig. 5 displays the recovered rotation angles based on these invariant quantities.
With a reasonable choice of these two unknown parameters in projection matrix, the reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 6 .
Sequences from a rotating chair. We captured a couple of video sequences of a student sitting on a normal rotating chair. The chair is rotated manually. Several marked points are used for tracking the conics. One example is a woman sitting in the chair. (Fig. 7c ) are used to locate the vanishing point v along the rotation axis. We also assume the camera aspect ratio is one [5] , [7] . Fig. 8 shows the recovered angles and Fig. 9 the final reconstruction.
Another example of the rotating chair sequence is a man's head. Fig. 10 shows three images captured from the video. The reconstructed man's head is shown in Fig. 11 .
CONCLUSION
We have presented three new methods of determining the geometry of single axis motions. The main idea is to use the fitted conic locus of corresponding points to estimate the motions. This makes the proposed methods more concise, robust, and accurate than the traditional ones which are basing on the estimation of 2-view fundamental matrix and 3-view trifocal tensor. The first method is based on the fitting of one conic and the estimation of one fundamental matrix. The second method is based on the fitting of at least two conics. The third one is a global MLE estimation from at least three conics using a minimal parametrization of the single axis motion. The key advantage of the new methods is that they are intrinsically multiple view approaches as either one, two, or three points are tracked over at least five images. In some of our experiments for the MLE method, we had fitted over 100 conics using information from 36 images. This makes the method very robust. However, for each conic, the point was tracked over 5 to 15 views only. Using a small number of parameters, these methods give very robust computations as have been demonstrated in the examples using real images.
